
The Christmas Ball: The Perfect Decoration
There’s no need for overdone Santa’s Workshops or dancing snowmen this Christmas 
season! This ball, with its evergreen branches, silver bells, and holly-and-ivy 
ornamentation, encapsulates perfectly the ideals of Christmas while at the same time 
de-emphasizing the commercial aspects of the season. Plus it’s made of completely 
nonbiodegradable materials, meaning you’ll never have to replace it!

Features
As with most of the best things in life, the Ball O’ 
Christmas is customizable to your own needs. Here 
are just a few suggestions to help you get started:

•	Use	instead	of	a	tree—perfect for very small 
houses or those with more presents to give away 
than space under a traditional tree.

•	Start	conversations—by using this decoration 
as a centerpiece at your next Christmas party, you’ll 
be sure to be the talk of the town!

•	Repurpose	as	a	toy—its noted similarity to 
the Death Star makes it perfect for the Star Wars 
fan in your life.

•	Supplement	your	caroling—what better 
way to sing “Jingle Bells” than with a jingling ball?

•	Replace	a	Nativity	piece—if a flying ping 
pong ball takes out the star in your Nativity set, just 
position the Ball o’ Christmas in its place and shine 
a flashlight on it.

•	Be	politically	correct—its generic design gives you a defense against those 
who would be offended by a traditional decoration.

The Christmas Ball is available for a limited time only, so act today! Use the promo code 
RockingAroundTheChristmasBall for a 30-second free trial!

What People Are Saying 
“I feel the spirit. The Christmas spirit” – Davin Granroth

“It’s lovely.” – Jackie Park-Cross

“It’s more than enough.” – Chad Hadfield
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